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Logging is in 
my roots
Axel Hanson 
Marathon
County

1912



Many loggers and truckers are great at running equipment 
and producing and hauling timber but not to good when it 
comes to business concepts.
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Logging is in my roots

Frank Bushor
Life long Logger

George Hanson &
George Bushor 
Both loggers
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 2012 started 
 Released StumpGeek1 in 2015
 Released version 2 in fall 2018
 Currently around 40 users in 9 

states
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Sawdust between my ears

I grew up in the woods. 
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Manage Products

Loggers and Truckers 
product
UOM/volume
Making a list 



Manage Products
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Logging is in 
my roots

Wayne Bushor Sr. 
at a Logging camp 
near Ely MN 1964 
Dad always 
thought in cords.



Conversions for Cord, Ton, and MBF

Money in from the mill 
paid by Ton

Money out Conversion

Stumpage by Cord

Freight by Ton

Skidder by Cord



Manage the Product

Loggers and Truckers 
product
UOM/volume
Making a list



StumpGeek 
Quickly Clone Entries

Make exact copies of 
entries



Manage Products
Loggers and Truckers product
UOM/volume

Making a list
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Tracking the money
Product = Money
 Invoices and Statements

Lost Revenue
What’s profit
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Sawdust 
between my ears
I share the sickness 
with others.
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Timber money in and out on the 
same entry as truck load entry 

$ in from mill
or contractor

$ out stumpage, Freight,
and subcontractors
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Tracking the 
money

• Lost Revenue
• Product = money
• Invoices and reports
• What’s profit



Tracking the money
Future planning
 Invoices and Statements
Lost Revenue
What’s profit
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Track the money

Product = Money
 Invoices and Statements
Lost Revenue

What’s Profit
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My current Logging Business
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The power of averages

What’s an average
For production
For revenue

• Definition

• a number expressing the central 
or typical value in a set of data, 
in particular the mode, median, 
or (most commonly) the mean, 
which is calculated by dividing 
the sum of the values in the set 
by their number
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